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The week ahead:
Wednesday 4th: Tabs-in by 13h45 for 14h00 start. 

Thursday 5th: Men’s 5’s practice. 
     : Ladies practice.
     : Old Crocs rugby function.

Friday 6th: Men’s 5’s practice.

Saturday 7th: Week 3 of the PT Covid-19 Trips competition. There will also be normal tabs-in.

Sunday 8th: Normal morning tabs-in. Tabs in by 9h15 for 9h30 start.
     : WP PT 5’s starts, first 3 rounds. At home are sides from Constantia, Glen CC, 
        Mowbray and Durbanville. 
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WPCC WPCC Covid Trips CompetitionCovid Trips Competition

The WPCC Covid Trips Competition started on Saturday
24 October and will finish on Saturday 14 November.

The results so far:

Topping the table after round 2,
on 29 points is Neil Burkett’s team,

 followed by Nic Rusling’s team on 27, and also on 
27 points is Niel Stofberg’s  team.

 Fourth is Russell Phillips’ team on 25 points.



Our ladies sides:
Section 3, S Wehrli’s side at Meadowridge,
Section 8, R Himschoot’s side at Bellville,

The men’s sides:
Section 2, A Phillips’ side at Constantia,
Section 3, N Stofberg’s side at Durbanville,
Section 4, P Pullen’s side at Edgemead,
Section 5, N Burkett’s side at Kuilsrivier,
Section 12, S Fraser’s side at Plumstead,
Section 18, C Rix’s side at Bergvliet.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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What you need to know in the case of emergenciesWhat you need to know in the case of emergencies
 

Fire Hose: Outside the kitchen door in the club house.

Medical Cabinet: Between the entrances to the Ladies and Men’s 
Change Rooms/Toilets, key is in the office.

Medical contact & ambulance numbers: Above the medical cabinet 
as well as in the office on the wall.

Defibrillator:  In the Medical Cabinet.

Stretcher: In the Men’s Change Room, under the bench.

Wheelchair: In the Men’s Change Room shower cubical.

Medical Emergency: Contact Julia 082 447 6746, caterer at the main 
club who has First Aid experience.

Club Manager: Bradley 073 580 4423.

Club Maintenance Manager: Errol 083 443 4866.
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Explanation of the GRADING SYSTEM for Tabs

Every playing member has been graded into one of the following four categories 
using stickers on the back of the tab:

Skip = OrangeOrange sticker Second = YellowYellow sticker
Third = BlueBlue sticker Lead = GreenGreen sticker

Each of these four categories has been divided into three sections denoted by 
one, two or three stars on the category sticker:
Three stars (***) is the strongest and must always be given preference to be promoted 
to a higher category.
Two stars (**) the player is strong and gets preference above one star if there is a 
shortage in the higher category.
One star (*) are for those who are not as strong in each category and always first to be 
used in a lower category (except as Lead).

The procedure to be followed by the duty officer:
When tabs are received from the players, the tabs should be placed upside down and 
grouped into the four categories.
When the tabs-in has closed, determine the number of trips and/or fours games that 
can be played. 
This then determines the number of players needed in each position.
Now adjust the grading categories (colours) up or down as required.
Then go ahead and put the games together or do an open (public/blind) draw.

Explanation by example: 
If there are 40 players, there should be 2 fours-games (16 players) and 4 trips-games 
(24 players). This will need 4 skips, 4 thirds, 4 seconds and 4 leads for the fours 
games, and for the trips games you will need 8 skips, 8 middle pips and 8 leads. The 
draw will then require:
12 skips: if less than this use top graded (three star) thirds. If there are more skips, 
move the lowest graded (one star) skips to be thirds.
4 thirds for the fours games – to be drawn from thirds.
4 seconds for the fours games – to be drawn from the seconds.
8 middle pips for the trips games – to be drawn from the remaining balance of thirds 
and seconds
12 leads for the fours and trips games.

Handicaps
The new selection committee have revised handicaps for each player which will be 
applied to all handicap games. These will be rated from scratch (zero) to twelve (12).
If a scratch-player plays a 10-handicap player, then the scratch-player gives the other 
player 10 shots. Similarly, when a 5-handicap player is playing against a 7-handicap 
player, the 5-handicap player gives the opponent 2 shots at the start of the match.



Men's Exercise Squads

As per the men's selection committee's commitment on 17th October
please take note of the following:

There are now 6 exercise squads of 12 players each.

Each squad has two co-ordinators, who will arrange with the club coach, Kevin Nash, on 
the specific exercises to be conducted.
Kevin has agreed to explain the exercises to all assigned co-ordinators on Tuesday 
3rd November @ 17:00. If you as the co-ordinator cannot attend please see that you 
arrange someone else to attend on your behalf.
It is the responsibility of the co-ordinators to arrange the day of exercise with the players in
their respective squads.
After completion of the exercises on the day, the co-ordinators can then group players for 
practice games.

Thank you and kind regards.

Selection committee.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Birthdays in November
2nd Peter Taylor
5th Trevor Smit
6th Jenny Phillips
8th Ruth Chowles
13th Patrick Young
18th Ron Delport, Brita Pattullo
20th Jenny Daly, Scott Fraser
21st Neil Daly
24th Issy Goldman, Ronel Pietersen
30th Guy McGlew

From our Sponsor
For more information on Personal Trust services, contact Greg Nasson at 
021 689 8975 or  email gnasson@ptrust.co.za
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Until next time

Give it your best shot

Gerrard

WPCC Ladies Day
Tuesday 12th January 2021

Poster is now on the notice board please enter your team of 4

on the list provided.

mailto:gnasson@ptrust.co.za

